Facebook Advertising
Create | Launch | Convert
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Create engaging Facebook strategies
Understand how to use Facebook ads
Target your ideal customer segment
Build pages with engaged audiences
Generate new sales through
Facebook
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By 2020, the global number of
Facebook users is expected to
reach 1.69 billion

Why study Facebook Advertising?
✓
✓
✓

Generate increased customers and sales
Maximize the effectiveness of campaigns
Reach a wider, more-engaged audience

Who should study this course?

Business Owners
✓ Rapidly increase brand awareness
✓ Run ads that engage your customers
✓ Implement new strategies effectively

Marketing Professionals
✓ Demonstrate deep-level understanding
to prospective customers
✓ Deliver improved results for clients
✓ Work with advanced analytics

Freelancers
✓ Generate new revenue streams
✓ Maximise efficiency and ROI
✓ Become an expert in Facebook Ads
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“This course gave our business the competitive edge we needed! We were able to boost our

online sales by 300% within the first month” – Anna Lena, Co-Founder of GearMe

Facebook Advertising
Comprehensive Course Content
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Introduction to Facebook Advertising
Identify and understand the three key
advertising platforms on Facebook
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Facebook Ads Structure
Design structure including media, copy
and CTA
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Community Management
Identify the core principles of effective
community management

The Facebook Advertising Landscape
Understand benefits and features of
advertising on Facebook
Facebook Advertising Strategy
Develop your strategy to be in line with
buyer stages and Facebook Ads structure
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Facebook Campaigns
Design and set up new campaigns and
content

Tracking and Retargeting
Learn how to use the Facebook pixel for
retargeting
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Measurement and Reporting
Identify relevant metrics and KPIs for
reporting

Facebook Ad Sets
Understand targeting demographics and
ad placement options

Why choose this course?
Learn by
doing

Developed by
experts

Highly engaging
delivery format

Proven growth
strategies

Our experts feature in:

Where the world goes
to study social media
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